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SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOT1A
Between:

RONNIE AUGUSTINE/ TERRANCE AUGUSTINE, JAMES B1GNELL, COLTON
BRQOKS, MARCUS DENNIS, LEVI FRANCIS-TUNEY, RODERICK GOULD,
ARVIN KNOCKWOOD, DAKOTA KNOCKWOOD, JOSEPH NEAL LEVI,
BRANDON MALONEY/ RODERICK MARBLE/ JOLENE MARR, JAMES L.
MCDONALD, CARMEN MICHAEL, GAVIN MICHAEL, FRANCIS NEVIN,
RAYLYN NEVIN, CHASE NEVIN-MICHAEL, GREGORY T. PAUL, JEROME
PAUL/ LEVI PAUL, SR., NAKITA PAUL, RICHARD PAUL, CARL SACK,

KIERRA SACK, LYNDON JAMES LESLIE SACK, RANDY SACK, ROBERT JOHN
SACK, SCOTT SACK, SHANNON SACK, ROBERT SYLIBOY, MICHAEL WILLIS/
a SACK, ERNEST HOWE, JAYMES (MAX) BIGNELL, FRANCIS NEVIN/

JASON MARR/ RANDY SACK, JORDAN CHASSE, ALEXANDER MCDONALD
SR., DAVID MCDONALD, LEON KNOCKWOOD
Plaintiffs
and

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA/ THE BAY OF FUNDY INSHORE
FISHERMEN'S ASSOCIATION, COLIN SPROUL, EUGENE MICHAEL
BOUDREAU/ JAMES ALFRED D'ENTREMONT, CRAIG THERIAULT,
STANLEY DENTON, CHRISTIAN M. D'EON, PHILIP J. POTHfER/ CALVIN I.
McNICOL, MARK L. THERIAULT, ANDY V. SURETTE, GINA MARIE
SYMONDS, KERRY JAMES D'EON, CHARLES KEVIN SCOTT, SHAWN
CROFT, REJEAN SURETTE, CARL GERARD COTTREAU, CHARLES M.
N1CKERSON, IVAN G. CHRISTIE, FRANCOIS D'ENTREMONT/ KEVIN D'EON,

MONIQUE ROSE AM1REAULT, DANIEL LOUIS D'ENTREMONT, GERALD
BOUDREAU, MICHAEL JONATHAN LINK, ROBERT DOUGLAS MINES,
JEREMY V. SHAND/ CORY P. NICKERSON, ADRIAN L. WATKINS/
BRANDON BELLIVEAU, JOHN DOE, and JANE DOE
Defendants

NOTICE OF ACTION
To:

Deputy Attorney General of Canada

on behalf of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and
on behalf of the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans

c/o Director/ Atlantic Regional Office
Department of Justice Canada
Suite 1400, Duke Tower

5251 Duke Street
Halifax/ Nova Scotia B3J 1P3

J :1 f rf ^

Bay of Fundy Inshore Fishermen's Association

c/o Christopher Hudson/ Recognized Agent
1255 Victoria Beach
Annapolis County/ NS BOS 1KO
Colin Sproul
c/o Bay of Fundy tnshore Fishermen's Association
346 Marine Drive
Cprnwallis Park/ NS BOS 1HO
Eugene Michael Boudreau
PO Box 301
Wedgeport/NS BOW3PO
James Alfred D'Entremont

78 Dennis Point Road
Lower West Pubnico/ NS BOW 2CO
CraigTheriault
c/o C.M.H. Fisheries Ltd.

8886 Hwy 217
Waterford/ NS BOV 1AO
Stanley Denton
c/o Ocean Princess Fisheries Ltd.

78 Dennis Point Road
Lower West Pubnico, NS BOW 2CO
Christian M. D'Eon

332 Abbotts Harbour Road
Middle West Pubnico, NS BOW 2MO
Philip John Pothier
c/o Eiie Pothier & Son Fisheries Limited
Attn: Real J. Boudreau/ Recognized Agent

2838 Route 3
Pubnico, NS BOW 2WO
CaMn tan McNicoI
51 Gardner Lane
Tusket/NSBOWSMO
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Mark L. Theriault
1581 Second Division Road
Meteghan River/ NS BOW 2LO
Andy V. Surette/ President

Wave Buster Fisheries Limited
c/o Real J. Boudreau, Recognized Agent

2838 Route 3
Pubnico/NS BOW2WO
Gina Marie Symonds/ President

2152792 Nova Scotia Limited
7059 Hwy 3.
Lower Woods Harbour/ NS BOW 2EO
Kerry James D'Eon/ President

Robyn Jade Fisheries Limited
c/o Real J. Boudreau, Recognized Agent

2838 Route 3
Pubnico, NS BOW 2WO
Charles Kevin Scott
3977 Prospect Road
ShadBay/NSB3T2B9
Shawn Croft/ President
Innovative Capital Investments Inc.

Box 35009 LarryUteckPO
Halifax, NS B3M OG3
Rejean Surette, President

Seas the Day Fisheries Ltd.
c/oJocelin P. D'Entremont
8 Brown Street

Yarmouth/ NS B5A 3K2
Carl Gerald Cottreau/ President

Garrett and Dalton Fisheries Limited
60 Walters Lane
Stoney island/ NS BOW 3JO
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Charles M. Nickerson/ President

3312611 Nova Scotia Limited
c/o Traci Nickerson/ Recognized Agent
18 Weishtown Lake Road
Sheiburne/NSBOTlWO
Ivan G. Christie/ President

Grit N Grind Fisheries Limited
c/o Benjamin Shearer/ Recognized Agent

2459 Highway 3
Barrington/ NS BOW 1EO .
Franyois D'Entremont, President
Fran^ois D'Entremont Fisheries Ltd.
c/o Louis A. D'Entremont/ Recognized Agent

2838 Route 3
Pubnico, NS BOW 2WO
Kevin D'Eon/ President

Atlantic Evolution Inc.
c/o Irene A. D'Eon/ Recognized Agent

11 Hillside Road
Middle West Pubnico, NS BOW 2MO
Monique Rose Amirault/ President

Gutsy Girlz Fisheries Ltd.
c/o Louis A. D'Entremont, Recognized Agent

2838 Route 3
Pubnico/NSBOW2WO
Daniel Louis D'Entremont, President
Nate & Sandy Fisheries Ltd.
c/o Louis A. D'Entremont/ Recognized Agent

2838 Route 3
Pubnico/ NS BOW 2WO
Gerald Boudreau, President

GRB Fisheries Limited
c/o Real J. Boudreau/ Recognized Agent

2838 Route 3
Pubnico/ NS BOW 2WO
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Michael Jonathan Link/ President
Harper Jill Fisheries Ltd.
19 Long Point Road
Newe!lton/ NS/ BOW 1PO
Robert Douglas Mines/ President

Trevor & Bob Fisheries Limited
30 Lighthouse Road
Lower East Pubnico/ NS BOW 2AO
Jeremy V. Shand/ President

Bullfrog Fisheries Ltd.
97 Lakeside Drive
Shelburne,NSBOTlWO
Cory P. Nickerson/ President

Finest Kind Fisheries Ltd.
9 Wood Lane
Upper Wedgeport, NS, BOW 1BO
Adrian L Watkins, President
E. & N. Fisheries Limited

619 Highway 304
Yarmouth/NSB5A5G6
Brandon Belliveau

PO Box 194
Lower West Pubnico, NS BOW 2CO
Action has been started against you

The plaintiffs take action against you.
The plaintiffs started the action by filing this notice with the court on the date certified
bytheprothonotary.

The plaintiffs daim the relief described in the attached statement of claim. The claim is
based on the grounds stated in the statement of claim.

Deadline for defending the action
To defend the action, you or your counsel must file a notice of defence with the court

no more than the following number of days after the day this notice of action is
delivered to you:
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• 15 days if delivery is made in Nova Scotia
• 30 days if delivery is made elsewhere in Canada
• 45 days if delivery is made anywhere else.
judgment against you if you do not defend
The court: may grant an order for the relief claimed without further notice, unless you

file the notice of defence before the deadline,
You may demand notice of steps in the action
If you do not have a defence to the claim or you do not choose to defend it you may, if
you wish to have further notice/ file a demand for notice.

If you file a demand for notice, the plaintiffs must notify you before obtaining an order
for the relief claimed and/ unless the court orders otherwise, you will be entitled to
notice of each other step in the action.

Rule 57 - Action for Damages Under $150,000
Civil Procedure Rule 57 limits pretrial and trial procedures in a defended action so it wi!l
be more economical. The Ruie applies if the plaintiffs state the action is within the Ru!e.
Otherwise/ the Rule does not apply/ except as a possible basis for costs against the

plaintiff.
This action is not within Rule 57.
Filing and delivering documents
Any documents you file with the court must be filed at the office of the prothonotary
1815 Upper Water Street/ Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 1S7 [Telephone (902) 424-69003.
When you file a document you must immediately deliver a copy of it to each other party
entitled to notice, unless the document is part of an ex pa rte motion/ the parties agree
delivery is not required, or a judge orders it is not required.
Contact information

The plaintiffs designate the following address:
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c/o Nathan Sutherland

PINKLARKIN
201-U63 South Park Street

PO Box 36036
Halifax/NS B3J 3S9
P. (902) 423-7777
F. (902) 423-9588

Documents delivered to this address are considered received by the plaintiffs on
delivery.
Further contact information is available from the prothonotary.

Proposed place of trial
The plaintiffs propose that/ if you defend this action/ the trial will be held in Halifax/
Nova Scotia.

Signature

-<

Signed this1^. day of March, 2021.

Nathan Sutherland

PINK LARKIN
201-1463 South Park Street
PO Box 36036
Halifax, NS B3J 3S9
Counsel for the Plaintiffs
Prothonotary's certificate
I certify that this notice of action/ including the attached statement of claim/ was filed

with the court on this.Ot^day of March/ 2021.

\^
PrQt^o notary

AMY HARRISON
Deputy Prothonotary
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STATEMENT OF CLAIM
The Plaintiffs
1 The foliowing Plaintiffs are residents of Nova Scotia and members ofSipekne'katik
First Nation ("Sipekne'katik" or the "Band"), and each fished lobster at relevant
times for-food, social and/or ceremonial purposes as further described below:
Terrance Augustine, James Bigneil/ Colton Brooks/ Marcus Dennis, Levi FrancisTuney/ Roderick Gouid/ Arvin Knockwood/ Dakota Knockwood/ Joseph Neal Levi/
Brandon Maloney/ Roderick Marble/ Jolene Marr/ James L. McDonaid, Carmen
Michael, Gavin Michael, Francis Nevin/ Raylyn Nevin/ Chase Nevin-Michael/
Gregory T. Paui, Jerome Paul, Levi Paul, Sr., Nakita Paul/ Richard Paul/ Carl Sack/
Kierra Sack, Lyndon James Leslie Sack/ Robert John Sack, Scott Sack/ Shannon Sack/

Robert Syliboy, and Michael Wiliis. (the 'TSC Plaintiffs"),
2 The following Plaintiffs are residents of Nova Scotia and members ofSipekne'katik/
and each fished lobster at relevant times under moderate livelihood fishing
licenses issued by the Band/ as further described below: Randy Sack, CJ Sack/
Jaymes (Max) Bignetl, Francis Nevin, Jason Marr/ Jordan Chasse/ Alexander
McDonald Sr./ David McDonaid/ and Leon Knockwood (the "ML Plaintiffs").

3 The following Ml Plaintiffs fished for food, social and/or cerenrionial purposes up
to September 17, 2020, and fished pursuant to moderate livelihood licenses from
September 17, 2020 forward: Randy Sack/ Jordan Chasse/ Alexander McDonald/

David McDonald/ and Jason Marr. In this Statement of Claim/ these Plaintiffs
should be taken to be part of the FSC Plaintiffs up to September 16, 2020, and part
of the ML Plaintiffs from September 17, 2020 onward.
The Defendants
4 The Defendant Attorney General of Canada is the person named in proceedings
against the Federal Crown.
5 The Federal Crown is liable for the acts of its servants pursuant to Section 3 of the
Crown Liability and Proceedings Act, RSC 1985, c. C-50. The Royai Canadian
Mounted Police ("RCMP") is Canada/s national police force, established pursuant
to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Act, RSC 1985, c R-10/ and its members,
employees/ agents and officers are servants of the Federal Crown.
6 In this Statement of Claim/ allegations regarding acts or omissions of the "RCMP"
are allegations of acts or omissions on the part of the RCMP's employees, agents
and officers.
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The Federal Crown/ as represented by the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, is
responsible for overseeing Canada's federal fishery and administering the Fisheries

Act and parts of other oceans and shipping-related legislation. In this Statement of
Claim the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans and all agents acting on behalf of the
Minister will be referred to as the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (or "DFO").
The Defendant/ The Bay of Fundy inshore Fishermen's Association (the
"Association"), is a society registered in Nova Scotia, with registered offices at 346
Marine Drive/ Cornwaiiis Park/ NS BOS1HO.
The following defendants were at materials times the owners/ operators or crew
members aboard vessels involved in tortious and damaging conduct described
further below/ and will be referred to herein as the "Fisher Defendants":
a. The Defendant, Coiin Sprou! ("Sproul")/ is or was at material times a

director and/or President of the Association;
b. The Defendant/ Eugene Michael Boudreau, is a resident of Wedgeport/
Nova Scotia and was at material times the owner and/or captain of the
fishing vessel A!exa Dawn.
c. The Defendant/ James Alfred D'Entremont, is a resident of Lower West
Pubnico/ Nova Scotia/ is the sole director and officer of Ocean Princess
Fisheries Ltd./ and was at materia! times the owner and/or operator of the
fishing vessel Ocean Princess II.
d. The Defendant/ Craig Theriault/ is a resident of Digby, Nova Scotia/ is the
sold director and officer of CM.H. Fisheries Ltd./ and was at material times
the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Passage Provider 2020.
e. The Defendant/ Stanley Denton/ is a resident of Yarmouth/ Nova Scotia, is
an officer and director of Bay Qyvest Fisheries Ltd., and was at material

times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Bay material times
the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel IrvinJohn.
f. The Defendant, Christian M. D'Eon, is a resident of Middle West Pubnico/
Nova Scotia/ is an officer and director of CMD Fisheries Ltd./ and was at

material Qwest 2015.
g< The Defendant, Nicholas Amirault/ is a resident of Yarmouth/ Nova Scotia/
and is an officer and director of NRA Fisheries Ltd./ and was at material

times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Aqud Haulic !!.
h. The Defendant, Philip John Pothier/ is a resident of Lower Wedgeport,
Nova Scotia, is an officer and director of Efie Pothier & Son Fisheries
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Limited, and was at material times the owner and/or operator of the

fishing vessel Miss Everly.
E. The Defendant/ Calvin lan McNicol/ is a resident ofTusket/ Nova Scotia/ is

an officer and director of McNicol Fisheries Ltd./ and was at material times
the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Obsession /.
j. The Defendant/ Mark Theriault/ is a resident of Meteghan River/ Nova

Scotia/ is an officer and director of Lady Ella Fisheries Limited, and was at
material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Lady Lexus.
k. The Defendant/ Andy V. Surette/ is a resident of Lower West Pubnico/ Nova
Scotia/ is an officer and director of Wave Buster Fisheries Limited/ and was

at material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Wave
Buster XV!i.
I. The Defendant, Gina Marie Symonds/ is a resident of Lower Woods
Harbour/ Nova Scotia/ is an officer and director of 2152792 Nova Scotia

Limited/ and was at material times the owner and/or operator of the
fishing vessel Hit N Miss 1.
m. The Defendant/ Kerry James D'Eon/ is a resident of Lower West Pubnico/

Nova Scotia, is an officer and director of Robyn Jade Fisheries Limited, and
was at material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel
Robyn Jade.
n. The Defendant, Charles Kevin Scott/ is a resident of Shad Bay/ Nova Scotia

was at material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Irish
Mist.

o. The Defendant/ Shawn Croft/ is a resident of Halifax, Nova Scotia/ is an
officer and director of Innovative Capital Investments inc., and was at

material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Bottom
Dollar.
p. The Defendant/ Rejean Surette/ is a resident of Yarmouth/ Nova Scotia, is
an officer and director of Seas The Day Fisheries Ltd., and was at material
times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Scream A// Haufer.
q. The Defendant/ Carl Gerald Cottreau, is a resident of Stoney Island/ Nova
Scotia/ is an officer and director of Garrett and Dalton Fisheries Limited,
and was at material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel
Lieutenant Dan.
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r. The Defendant/ Charles 1VL Nickerson, is a resident of Sheiburne/ Nova

Scotia, is an officer and director of 3312611 Nova Scotia Limited/ and was
at material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Brex &
Girls.
s. The Defendant/ ivan G. Christie, is a resident of SmithsvHle, Nova Scotia, is

an officer and director of Grit N Grind Fisheries Limited/ and was at
material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Wast fN/ Sea
19.

t. The Defendant/ Fran^ois D'Entremont/ is a resident of Middle West
Pubnico/ Nova Scotia/ is an officer and director of Fran^ois D'Entremont
Fisheries Ltd./ and was at material times the owner and/or operator of the

fishing vessel Reel Deal IV.
u. The Defendant, Kevin D'Eon/ is a resident of Lower West Pubnico/ Nova
Scotia/ is an officer and director of Atlantic Evolution inc./ and was at

material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Kayden Carl.
v. The Defendant/ Monique Rose Amirault/ is a resident of Lower East
Pubnico, Nova Scotia, Is an officer and director ofGutsy Giriz Fisheries Ltd./
and was at material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel

Double Mischief.
w. The Defendant, Daniel Louis D'Entremont/ is a resident of Lower West
Pubnico/ Nova Scotia/ is an officer and director of Nate &. Sandy Fisheries
Ltd./ and was at material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing
vessel Bonaventure 2003.
x. The Defendant, Gerald Boudreau, is a resident of Hebron, Nova Scotia/ is
an officer and director of GRB Fisheries Limited/ and was at material times
the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Ashton & Averie.
y. The Defendant, Michae! Jonathan Link/ is a resident of Newellton/ Nova
Scotia/ is an officer and director of Harper Jiil Fisheries Ltd./ and was at
material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Seas N Air.
z. The Defendant, Robert Douglas Hines/ is a resident of Lower East Pubnico/
Nova Scotia/ is an officer and director of Trevor & Bob Fisheries Limited/
and was at material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel
Life Sentence.
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aa. The Defendant/ Jeremy V. Shand, is a resident of Shelburne, Nova Scotia/ is

an officer and director of Builfrog Fisheries Ltd./ and was at material times
the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Lady Maxine.
bb. The Defendant, Cory P. Nickerson/ Is a resident of Upper Wedgeport/ Nova
Scotia/ is an officer and director of Finest Kind Fisheries Ltd./ and was at

material times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vessel Jackson
George.
ec. The Defendant, Adrian L Watkins/ is a resident of Yarmouth/ Nova Scotia/ is
an officer and director of E. & N. Fisheries Limited/ and was at material

times the owner and/or operator of the fishing vesse! Double Or Nothin.
dd. The Defendant, Brandon BeHiveau Is a resident of Lower West Pubnico,
Nova Scotia.
ee. The Defendants, Jane Doe and John Doe are believed to be residents of
Nova Scotia and were present on fishing vessels in St. Mary's Bay in

September and October 2020, and participated in the tortious acts
described further below.

10 Collectively/ the RCMP/ DFO, Association, and the Fisher Defendants wi!l be
referred to herein as the "Defendants".
Sipekne'katik's Food, Social and Ceremonial Fishery
11 In or about 1990 the Supreme Court of Canada released its decision in /?. v.

Sparrow, [1990] 1 SCK 1075, finding that where established/ a First Nation had the
right to fish for food/ social, and ceremonial purposes.
12 In or about 1992, and in response to the Sparrow decision/ DFO released an

Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy that provided a regulatory framework for aboriginal
groups to fish for food/ social/ and ceremonial ("FSC") purposes.

13 In or about the mid-2000s/ DFO issued a communal fishing license to
Sipekne'katik, which authorized the Band's members to fish for FSC purposes.

Since that time/ Sipekne'katik has managed a FSC fishery/ and issued lobster FSC
licenses to interested Band members.

14 At all material times the FSC Plaintiffs held FSC licenses issued by the Band.
Sipkene'katik typically issues four trap tags with each FSC license issued to a Band
member.
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15 The FSC Plaintiffs were engaged in fishing their FSC licenses in or about September
and October 2020, and many had set FSC traps in St. Mary's Bay/ Nova Scotia/ in or

about September and October 2020.
Moderate Livelihood Fishery and Acts / Omissions of the Fisher Defendants
16 On or about September 17, 2020 Sipekne'katik opened a seif-regulated moderate
livelihood lobster fishery/ to allow Band members to exercise treaty rights
affirmed by the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. Marshall, [1999] 3 SCR 456 and
R. v. Marshall, [1999] 3 SCR 533.
17 The ML Plaintiffsheid moderate livelihood licenses issued by the Band. Under the
terms of the Band's moderate livelihood fishery/ each license permitted the
licensee to set 50 lobster traps.

18 On September 17, 2020, or shortly after/ the ML P!aintiffs each set traps, or
attempted to set traps/ in St. Mary's Bay near Saulnierville/ Nova Scotia.

19 The opening of the moderate livelihood fishery on September 17, 2020 provoked a
violent response from non-lndigenous commercial fishers and their supporters/

including the Fisher Defendants.
20 Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, on September 17, 2020 and over
the following days approximately 75-100 commercial fishing vessels, operated by
the Fisher Defendants, appeared in St. Mary's Bay near Saulniervil!e wharf, and
acted individually and in a coordinated manner to intimidate and harass one or
more of the Plaintiffs/ and to steal or damage their lobster traps. Among other

things:
a. The Fisher Defendants operated their vessels in a reckless and dangerous
manner/ intentionally driving dose to certain of the Plaintiffs7 vessels or
creating large wakes to swamp the Plaintiffs' vessels, threatening the

safety of one or more of the Plaintiffs;
b. The Fisher Defendants used their vessels to chase one or more of the

Plaintiffs on the ocean/ in some instances firing flares at the Plaintiffs
vessels, threatening their safety;
c. The Fisher Defendants used their vessels to swarm and surround one or

more of the Plaintiffs on the ocean/ hemming them in and obstructing their
movement on the water;
d. The Fisher Defendants intentionally damaged/ destroyed, or stole the

Plaintiffs' traps and/or fishing gear.
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21 Many of the Fisher Defendants are members of the Association. On or about

September 20, 2020, Sprout and the Association actively encouraged the
Association's members to interfere with the Plaintiffs' traps and remove them
from the water.

Liability of the Fisher Defendants
22 The Plaintiffs repeat the foregoing and state the Fisher Defendants are liable for
assault/ intimidation/ conspiracy/ false imprisonment/ and damage to property/

and that the Plaintiffs suffered loss as a result.
23 The Fisher Defendants' dangerous and reckless conduct/ described above/
amounts to assault on each of the Plaintiffs. The particulars of the dangerous or
reckless conduct include that:

a. One or more of the Fisher Defendants piloted their vessels at high speeds
dose to the Plaintiffs' vessels/ as if to ram or sideswipe the Plaintiffs' vessels/

and/or pursued the Plaintiffs on the water at high speeds;
b. One of more of the Fisher Defendants chased Ronnie Augustine and/or other
of the Plaintiffs at high speeds/ and shot flares at them;
c. The Fisher Defendants piloted their vessels in a way that hemmed in the
certain of the Plaintiffs/ or obstructed the movement of those Plaintiffs/ so the
Plaintiffs had no way to escape the Defendants;
d. Such other acts of dangerous or reckless conduct as may appear.
24 The above dangerous and reckless conduct gave rise to an apprehension of

imminent physical harm in the Plaintiffs who ventured onto the ocean during the
days and weeks after September 17, 2020 and encountered the Fisher
Defendants.
25 These Plaintiffs reasonably believed/ in separate encounters with one or more of
the Fisher Defendants/ that the Fisher Defendants' dangerous maneuvers on the
water and reckless driving wou!d cause them physical harm.

26 The Plaintiffs state further that the Fisher Defendants' actions amount to false
imprisonment. The particulars of the Fisher Defendants' false imprisonment
include the fotiowing:
a. The Fisher Defendants acted in a coordinated way to create a blockade on the

water/ impeding the Plaintiffs' ability to move freely;
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b. The Fisher Defendants hemmed in the Plaintiffs' boats with their vessels/ to
prevent the Plaintiffs from moving freely in St. Mary's Bay;
c. Such other instances of false imprisonment as may appear.

27 The Plaintiffs state further that the Fisher Defendants' actions were intended to
and did intimidate the Plaintiffs. In particular:
a. In encounters both on land and on the ocean the Fisher Defendants

threatened the Plaintiffs, either expressly or through their actions/ with
physical harm to their person or property/ including damage to their vessels,

traps or fishing gear;
b. The Fisher Defendants made these threats with the intent that injury would
result to the Plaintiffs, in particular that the Fisher Defendants would suffer
damage to property and/or would be deterred from fishing for lobster in St.
Mary's Bay;

c. The Plaintiffs submitted to the Fisher Defendants' threats by ceasing or
modifying their fishing activities/ thereby suffering economic loss. Many of the
Plaintiffs ceased setting traps/ or did not check or hau! their traps, out of fear
of venturing on to the ocean due to the harm threatened by the Fisher

Defendants
28 The Plaintiffs state further that the Fisher Defendants/ along with the Association,
engaged in conspiracy/ and in particular:
a. The Fisher Defendants and Association acted in concert by operating their
vessels on the water in a coordinated and dangerous manner/ al! with the

intent and purpose of threatening the health and safety of the Plaintiffs;
b. The Fisher Defendants and Association planned and carried out a

coordinated effort to damage/ destroy/ and/or steal fishing traps and gear
of one or more of the Plaintiffs, with the intent of causing the Plaintiffs
loss, or being reckless as to whether such loss resulted.
c. The Fisher Defendants acted unlawfully/ in the ways described above, and

directed their unlawful conduct towards the Plaintiffs knowing that injury
or damage to the Plaintiffs was likely to result.
29 The foregoing tortious acts caused loss to the Plaintiffs. The Fisher Defendants'
conduct caused the FSC Plaintiffs to fear for their safety and cease fishing for
periods of time/ thereby losing the replacement value of their catch.
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30 The Fisher Defendants' conduct also caused the FSC Plaintiffs and ML Plaintiffs
significant losses associated with the theft/ damage or destruction of hundreds of
lobster traps.

Liability of the RCMP
31 The unlawful and dangerous acts of the Fisher Defendants could have been/ and
should have been, prevented or curtailed by the RCMP. The RCMP failed to act
appropriately in the circumstances to deter or prevent the unlawful acts of the
Fisher Defendants, and thereby caused or contributed to the Plaintiffs' losses.

32 The RCMP owed statutory and common law duties to the Plaintiffs, as members of
the public/ to prevent criminal acts/ and preserve public safety. In the

circumstances, the RCMP also owed a private duty to the Plaintiffs/ flowing from
its statutory and common law duties/ to respond to and/or prevent anticipated
and actual dangerous and harrnfu! conduct on the part of the Fisher Defendants.

33 The RCMP was in a relationship of proximity with the Plaintiffs arising from its
statutory duties/ its geographic proximity to the Plaintiffs/ the Plaintiffs' status as
Indigenous fishers/ and the circumstances related to the Band's moderate

livelihood fishery.
34 The RCMP has detachments across Southwest Nova Scotia/ including in Digby
County. The RCMP is the sole policing authority In Digby County, and provides
policing in Digby County pursuant to a Police Services Agreement with the
municipaiity.

35 The RCMP is obligated under the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Act, RSC 1985, c.
R-10, as amended (the "RCMP Act") to preserve the peace and prevent crime. The

Plaintiffs plead and rely on the HCMP Act, including Section 18. That Section
provides:

Duties
18 !t is the duty of members who are peace officers/ subject to
the orders of the Commissioner/

(a) to perform all duties that are assigned to peace officers in
relation to the preservation of the peace/ the prevention of
crime and of offences against the laws of Canada and the laws

in force in any province in which they may be employed/ and
the apprehension of criminals and offenders and others who
may be lawfully taken into custody;
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(b) to execute al! warrants/ and perform ail duties and services in
relation thereto, that may, under this Act or the laws of

Canada or the laws in force in any province/ be lawfully
executed and performed by peace officers;
(c) to perform all duties that may be lawfully performed by peace
officers In relation to the escort and conveyance of convicts
and other persons in custody to or from any courts, places of
punishment or confinement/ asylums or other places; and

(d) to perform such other duties and functions as are prescribed
by the Governor in Council or the Commissioner.
36 in addition/ the RCMP is authorized to enforce the Vessel Operation Restriction

Regulations, SOR/2008-120 of the Canada Shipping Act, 2001, S.C. 2001, c. 26.
Among other things, the Vessel Operation Restriction Regulations provide at

Section 15(1) that a person who operates a vesse! shall:
a. Take into account any circumstances that could pose a danger to the vessel
or to other vessels; and

b. Avoid endangering the safety of persons involved in any activity in any
waters.

37 The RCMP was in a relationship of proximity with the Piaintiffs/ in part due to the
RCMP's statutory obligation to preserve the peace and prevent crime/ its authority
to enforce the \/esse/ Operation Restriction Regulations.

38 In addition the RCMP were in a relationship of proximity to the Plaintiffs because
of the specific circumstances existing in the area of Sau!nierville wharf and St.
Mary's Bay during the relevant period.

39 Specifically/ the RCMP knew that the Plaintiffs, as Indigenous people engaged in
fishing lobster in the area of St. Mary's Bay outside of the commercia! fishing
season/ were particularly at risk of physical harm and/or damage to property at
the hands of commercial fishers.

40 The specific event of the Band announcing and opening the moderate livelihood
fishery ~ which the RCMP knew would likely result in acts of violence or property
destruction targeted at Band members in the area of St. Mary's Bay - added to the

relationship of proximity.
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41 in the circumstances existing in the area of Saulnierville wharf and St Mary's Bay

in the fall of 2020, it was foreseeable that a failure by the RCMP to act on widely
available information in order to preserve the peace and prevent crime would
result in harm to the Plaintiffs.

42 The RCMP knew that Sipekne'katik intended to open a moderate livelihood fishery
in or about September 2020. The RCMP also knew that commercial fishers were
strongly opposed to the moderate livelihood fishery and would likely engage in
coordinated action against it.
43 The RCMP was aware/ for instance/ that in August 2020, over one hundred

commerda! fishers gathered outside Fisheries Minister Bemadette Jordan's
constituency office in Bridgewater/ Nova Scotia/ to protest alleged out-of-season
lobster harvesting by First Nations.

44 The RCMP also knew/ or ought to have known/ that in light of their strong and
vocal opposition to the Band's moderate iivellhood fishery/ there was a high
likelihood of acts on the water that would place the health, safety and property of
the Plaintiffs at risk.
45 Commercial fishers and various associations representing them/ including the
Association/ made no secret of their intention to respond to the start of the Band's

moderate livelihood fishery with vigilante type enforcement action against the
Band's fishers.

46 On September 18, 2020, a large group of commercial fishers hostile to the Band's
moderate llveiihood fishery gathered at Saulnierviile wharf and used trucks and
other temporary barriers to prevent Band members from accessing parts of the
wharf. This activity was reported in through multiple mainstream media outlets.
47 At this point/ many commercial fishers, including the Defendants/ had already
been on St. Mary's Bay, using their vessels to intimidate the Plaintiffs and deter

them from fishing/ and had already started their campaign of stealing/ damaging
or destroying the Plaintiffs' traps.
48 A short time later, on September 20, 2020, Sproul, acting as spokesperson for the

Association/ announced a coordinated effort by a flotlila of approximately 100
commercial fishing vessels to take to St. Mary's Bay to pull up Band members'
traps and deliver them to the wharf in Meteghan/ Nova Scotia. This was also
reported widely in mainstream media outlets.

49 in these circumstances the RCMP knew or ought to have known that the Fisher
Defendants intended to disturb the peace and act in ways that would place the
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Plaintiffs' personal safety and property in danger, particularly where the Plaintiffs
were operating vessels on St. Mary's Bay.

50 !n spite of this knowledge and the foreseeability of harm to the Plaintiffs, the
RCMP failed to preserve the peace and prevent the dangerous conduct of the
Fisher Defendants in St. Mary's Bay at relevant times/ and the Fisher Defendants'

theft and destruction of the Plaintiffs' property.
51 Particulars of the RCMP's breaches of the applicable standard of care include/ but
are not limited to, the following:
a. The RCMP failed to use appropriate care in assessing the risk of harm to

the Plaintiffs at the hands of commerda! fishers in St. Mary's Bay/ including
the Fisher Defendants;
b. The RCMP failed to act on available information to preserve the peace in
the area of St. Mary's Bay and Saulnierville wharf/ and thereby prevent

harm to the Plaintiffs and/or their property;
c. The RCMP failed to deploy appropriate resources to the area of
Saulnierville wharf and St. Mary's Bay, in order to preserve the peace and
prevent crime in circumstances where it knew that such resources would

be required to prevent violence or property damage by the Fisher
Defendants;
d. The RCMP failed to adequately respond to the Plaintiffs' complaints of
reckless and dangerous vessel operation/ harassment/ and intimidation by
the Fisher Defendants/ and the Fisher Defendants' uniawfu! destruction of
lobster traps and fishing gear/ thereby allowing the conduct to continue

and causing further harm to the Plaintiffs;
e. The RCMP failed to implement or follow appropriate policies and
procedures to preserve the peace and prevent crime in the circumstances;

f. The RCMP failed to adequately monitor and patrol the area of Saulniervllie
wharf and/or St. Mary's Bay/ in order to presen/e the peace and prevent
crime in those areas, and ensure safety on the water in St. Mary's Bay.

52 The RCMP's breach of its standard of care resulted in harm to the Piaintiffs/ and in
particular genera! damages resulting from the harassment and intimidation they
experienced at the hands of the Fisher Defendants/ and economic loss due to the

theft/ damage and destruction of their lobster traps and other fishing gear.
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Liability of DFO
53 DFO/ through its oversight of the Coast Guard, owed a duty to the Plaintiffs to
ensure their safety on the ocean, including by responding to the Fisher
Defendants' unsafe operation of vessels. The Coast Guard is a special operating
agency within the purview of DFO pursuant to Section 41 of the Oceans Act, S.C.
1996, c. 31.

54 DFO also owed a duty to the Piaintiffs/ as the entity responsible for regulating the
Atlantic lobster fishery/ to respond to the Fisher Defendants' unlawful theft/
damage and/or destruction of the Plaintiffs' lobster traps and gear.

55 DFO has an obligation/ implicit in the overall structure and purpose of the Fisheries
Act and DFO's exclusive oversight of the Atlantic lobster fishery/ to prevent
unauthorized interference with fishers' lobster traps and fishing gear in the ocean
when DFO has direct knowledge of such interference.

56 DFO was in a relationship of proximity to the Plaintiffs by virtue of its roie
regulating the fishery, the particular licensing scheme relating to FSC licenses/ its
understanding of the tensions between commercial fishers and Indigenous fishers

related to the moderate livelihood fishery, and its oversight of the Coast Guard.
57 DFO knew or ought to have known that a failure to act by the Coast Guard and/or
by DFO agents or officers would cause harm to the Plaintiffs of the type alleged
herein. The Plaintiffs say the specific harm they suffered - among other things/ the
economic loss from stolen, damaged or destroyed lobster traps - was foreseeable
in the circumstances.

58 in early September 2020, DFO knew Sipekne'katik was planning to open a selfregulated moderate livelihood fishery. DFO knew/ or should have known/ that
non-lndigenous commercial fishers would react violently,

59 As set out above, in August 2020, before the Band opened its moderate livelihood
fishery/ commercial fishers were already demonstrating angrily at Minister
Jordan/s constituency office. DFO was also aware from past experience that the

Band's plan to fish for a moderate livelihood would likely spark a violent response.
60 When the Band started its moderate livelihood fishery on September 17, 2020,
large numbers of commercial fishers responded as DFO knew they would, or ought
to have known they would.
61 Among other things/ dozens of Fisher Defendants took to the water and swarmed

and/or chased one or more of the Plaintiffs in their vessels/ and generally
operated their vessels En a reckless and dangerous manner.
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62 At material times DFO or Coast Guard personnel were present in vessels on the
water or on Sauinierville wharf while the Fisher Defendants used their vessels to
dangerously harass or pursue one or more of the Plaintiffs.

63 In spite of this knowledge of the likelihood of unlawful/ reckless and dangerous
operation of vessels by the Fisher Defendants, DFO failed to respond and/or to
offer help to the Plaintiffs.
64 DFO failed to help even in circumstances where the Plaintiffs pleaded to DFO or
Coast Guard officers for assistance out of fear that the Fisher Defendants' actions
wou!d swamp or capsize the Plaintiffs' vessels.

65 Further/ DFO failed to respond to the Fisher Defendants' interference with the
Plaintiffs' fishing traps and gear. From September 17, 2020 through at least
September 20, 2020, the Fisher Defendants were on the water hauling up traps
set by the Plaintiffs.
66 In many cases/ the Fisher Defendants damaged or destroyed the traps/ before
throwing the traps back in the ocean. They damaged or destroyed both FSC
Plaintiffs' traps (which were authorized by DFO) and the ML Plaintiffs' traps.
67 In short, the Fisher Defendants engaged in a campaign ofvigilante enforcement of
what they viewed as breaches of the Fisheries Act or regulations by the Plaintiffs;
however, DFO permitted it continue/ tacitiy supporting the Fisher Defendants
actions.

68 The Plaintiffs repeat the foregoing and state that DFO owed a duty of care to the
Plaintiffs, as fishers and members of the public/ and breached the applicable
standard of care. Particulars of DFO's breaches include but are not limited to the

following:
a. DFO failed to dedicate adequate staff anct/or resources to patrol St. Mar/s
Bay and ensure safety of the Plaintiffs on the ocean;
b. DFO staff or agents failed/ even when confronted firsthand with reckless
and dangerous vessel operation by Fisher Defendants/ to curtail or deter
the dangerous vessel operation;

c. DFO staff or agents failed to enforce the Fisheries Act and related
regulations in an evenhanded and non-discriminatory manner, and instead

permitted the Fisher Defendants to take or otherwise interfere with the
Plaintiffs' traps;
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d. DFO failed to intervene in the Fisher Defendants' damage to or destruction

of the Plaintiffs' lobster traps and fishing gear/ when it had a duty to the
Plaintiffs to intervene and prevent ongoing damage to or destruction of
said traps and gear;
69 DFO's breaches of duty allowed the Fisher Defendants' to use their numbers and
heft on the ocean to carry out a campaign of harassment/ intimidation and

destruction of property against the Plaintiffs, all of which caused loss to the
Plaintiffs.
70 DFO is jointly and severally liable to the Plaintiffs/ along with the Fisher
Defendants/ the RCMP/ and the Association, for the harm caused by its failure to

respond to the dangerous and unlawful conduct of the Fisher Defendants.
Relief Claimed
71 The Plaintiffs repeat the foregoing and claim jointly and severaily against the
Defendants/ as appropriate/ for the following:
a. Special damages for the cost of replacing or repairing lobster traps or gear

stolen/ damaged or destroyed by the Fisher Defendants;
b. Special damages for lost opportunity of the FSC Plaintiffs to catch lobster for
food/ social and ceremonial purposes;
c. General and aggravated damages for assault/ intimidation/ and false
imprisonment;
d. Costs;
e. Prejudgment interest;
f. Suchfurtherandother relief as this Honourable Court deems just.

Signature
Signed this j^day of March, 2021.

Nathan Sutherland

PINK LARKIN
201-1463 South Park Street

PO Box 36036
Halifax, NS B3J 3S9
Counsel for the Plaintiffs
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